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Foreword

“We welcome this guidance, which has been carefully developed over the past 2 years with considerable help from the health, social care and education sectors.

For the first time, guidance covers all areas of service that children and adults with learning disabilities and difficulties will use throughout their lives.

It is vitally important for all staff to have effective training and support in the use of restrictive physical interventions. People with learning disabilities have a right to be treated with respect, care and dignity especially when they are behaving in ways which maybe harmful to themselves or others and as a result require physical intervention from staff. By using this guidance staff will be helped to act appropriately and in a safe manner, so ensuring effective responses in difficult situations.

We would like to thank all those who have been involved in the production of this material, particularly Professor John Harris and his colleagues at the British Institute of Learning Disability. We are indebted to them for a great deal of hard work since the mid 90’s. We would also like to thank all those who responded so positively to the consultation process, including staff, service users and their families.

We hope that you will find this a useful document, which will bring benefits to the day to day lives of people with learning disabilities, their families and all staff who work with them.”

Jacqui Smith

Cathy Ashton
Summary

This is the first time joint Guidance by the Department of Health and the Department for Education and Skills has been proposed on this topic. It is identified as an integral part of both “Valuing People White Paper: A New Strategy for Learning Disability for the 21st Century” and the National Minimum Standards for Care Homes for Younger Adults and Adult Placements. Physical intervention refers to direct physical contact between one person and another or to physical contact mediated by an instrument or device. This guidance is specifically concerned with restrictive physical interventions which involve the use of force to restrict movement or mobility or the use of force to disengage from dangerous or harmful physical contact initiated by pupils or service users. (Since the Guidance refers to both adults and children using a variety of different services, the generic term ‘service user’ is used throughout the guidance to refer to children or adults who are in receipt of health, education or social services.)

The Guidance is issued by the Department of Health under Section 7 of LASSA 1970. It meets the commitment given by the DfEE in Circular 10/98, (Section 550A of the Education Act 1996: The Use of Force to Control Or Restrain Pupils) to issue Guidance to help schools and Local Education Authorities plan their strategies for managing the behaviour of pupils with severe behavioural difficulties. It should be read in conjunction with the letter from the Head of DfES’s Special Educational Needs Division to Chief Education Officers on Promoting Positive Handling Strategies for Pupils with Severe Behavioural Difficulties, dated April 24th 2001.

The purpose of the Guidance is to ensure that restrictive physical interventions (which employ force) are used as infrequently as possible, that they are used in the best interests of the service user, and that when they are used, everything possible is done to prevent injury and maintain the person’s sense of dignity. Restrictive physical intervention should be seen as one part of a broader strategy to address the needs of children and adults whose behaviour poses a serious challenge to services.

This Guidance should be used by those responsible for commissioning, providing and regulating:

- health and social services for adults and children with a learning disability and/or Autistic Spectrum Disorder;
- educational provision catering for pupils with severe behavioural difficulties, for example, those with emotional and behavioural difficulties, autism and learning difficulties which can result in pupils displaying extreme behaviour.
It will also be useful to parents and those with parental responsibilities, independent advocates and service users.

The inappropriate use of restrictive physical intervention may give rise to criminal charges, action under civil law or prosecution under health and safety legislation. As a general rule, restrictive physical interventions should only be used when other strategies (which do not employ force) have been tried and found to be unsuccessful or, in an emergency, when the risks of not employing a restrictive intervention are outweighed by the risks of using force.

Restrictive physical intervention should employ the minimum reasonable force to prevent injury or avert serious damage to property. Section 550A of the Education Act 1996 allows staff of a school to use reasonable force in relation to a pupil for the purpose of preventing him/her:

- committing an offence;
- causing personal injury or damage to property;
- engaging in any behaviour prejudicial to the maintenance of good order and discipline at the schools or among any of its pupils.

Any restrictive intervention should employ the minimum degree of force needed to achieve these outcomes.

The use of restrictive physical interventions should be minimised by the adoption of fully documented risk assessment and preventative strategies whenever it is foreseeable that the use of force might be required. However, staff should be aware that, in an emergency, restrictive physical interventions are permissible if they are necessary to prevent injury or serious damage to property or, in school settings, if their use complies with Section 550A of the Education Act 1996.

**Action**

The following organisations should have a policy on the use of restrictive physical interventions:

- agencies which provide services for adults or children with a Learning Disability and/or Autistic Spectrum Disorder;
- schools which make provision for pupils with Emotional and Behavioural Difficulties, Learning Difficulties and/or Autistic Spectrum Disorder;
- Local Education Authorities.
Policies should clearly describe both good practice in the use of restrictive physical interventions and unacceptable practices that might expose service users or staff to foreseeable risk of injury or psychological distress.

The use of a restrictive physical intervention, whether planned or unplanned should always be recorded in an incident book with numbered pages.

All staff who will be required to employ restrictive physical interventions will require specialised training and they should only employ methods of restrictive physical interventions for which they have received training. Trainers should be carefully selected with reference to the BILD Code of Practice and evidence of professional accreditation.

Implementation of this guidance will require the co-ordinated effort of commissioners, service providers, regulators, teachers and other professionals, care staff, and training organisations. It is important that good practice in the use of restrictive physical interventions is properly co-ordinated with other procedures designed to protect vulnerable children and adults.

Local Authorities are asked to read Appendix 1 which is available on the DH website (www.doh.gov.uk/learningdisabilities) and follow as Guidance under Section 7 of the Local Authority Social Services Act 1970.

Local Education Authorities and schools are asked to read this guidance which is available on the DfES website (www.dfes.gsi.gov.uk) and use it to assist the implementation of Section 550A of the Education Act 1996.

For health service commissioners and providers the Guidance indicates required outcomes. Any variation from this guidance will require demonstrable effectiveness when examined by the STHA.
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1. Introduction

1.1 This guidance on the use of restrictive physical interventions in special schools, care and health settings, is issued jointly by the Department for Education and Skills/Department of Health. It stands as guidance under Section 7 of the Local Authority and Social Services Act 1970; and as advice to support the implementation of Section 550A of the Education Act 1996, in particular in special school settings catering for pupils with severe behavioural difficulties associated with learning difficulties and/or autistic spectrum disorders. Additionally, this guidance will have relevance for working with pupils with severe emotional and behavioural difficulties. Whilst the principles that underpin this guidance will have wider relevance and implications for children in mainstream schools (and LEAs may wish to bring the guidance to the attention of mainstream schools within their area), this guidance is not intended to cover all forms of extreme behaviours in all schools.

1.2 Many pupils for whom this guidance is intended use health and social care services both inside and outside the school setting, and many will continue to use health and social care services when they become adults and leave school. Consistency in approach is important, both to provide the most effective support for individual service users and to reduce the possibility of confusion or disagreements between staff employed by different agencies. This joint guidance is issued to help ensure that staff in schools and staff working in health and social care settings adopt consistent practices in the use of restrictive physical interventions, based upon a common set of principles. Where there is a clear justification for different practices being sanctioned in schools, compared with health and social care settings (for example, where different legislation applies), this is clearly indicated. In this guidance, the term ‘service user’ refers to adults and children who receive services in care establishments and/or educational settings.

1.3 The guidance will help staff in health and social services to address important outcomes for children and service users – rights, choice, independence and inclusion – described in the Learning Disability White Paper Valuing People and will contribute to the preparation of Joint Investment Plans.

1.4 Associated guidance on the care of adults with learning disability and/or autism can be found in the Department of Health guidance on the protection of vulnerable adults ‘No Secrets’ and in the report of the Task Force on Violence Against Social Care Staff ‘A Safer Place: Combating Violence Against Social Care
Staff. The Mental Health Act (1983, under review) and its associated Code of Practice provides relevant guidance in respect of people who have been detained.

1.5 Guidance for all schools on the use of physical intervention for pupils in school can be found in DfEE Circular 10/98 “Section 550A Of The Education Act 1996: The Use Of Force To Control Or Restrain Pupils”, and in guidance issued to Chief Education Officers on Positive Handling Strategies in the letter from DfES dated April 24th 2001 (see appendix 1). Additionally, to assist Local Education Authorities and schools in developing local policies and to help schools establish risk assessment procedures, DfES has commissioned the British Institute of Learning Disabilities (BILD) to produce model policies on the use of physical interventions, together with a risk assessment proforma for pupils who present challenging behaviours.

1.6 In care settings, good practice in the use of physical interventions described in this guidance will be monitored as part of the implementation of the Care Standards Act.

1.7 In the case of children in residential care, the general Guidance and Regulations issued in respect of the Children Act 1989 (Volume 4 Residential Care) addressed the use of physical action such as restraint and holding in the context of good order and discipline. The Children Act Guidance states that in residential care settings ‘physical restraint should be used rarely and only to prevent a child harming himself or others or from damaging property’ (para 1.82). Section 550A of the Education Act 1996 sets out circumstances in which reasonable force may be used by members of staff in schools. These are when it is reasonable to use force for the purpose of preventing a pupil:

- committing an offence;
- causing personal injury or damage to property;
- engaging in any behaviour prejudicial to the maintenance of good order and discipline in a school or among any of its pupils.

This Section does not apply to Colleges of Further and Higher Education.

1.8 Those concerned with, or responsible for, children in residential care, should read this document in conjunction with earlier Department of Health Guidance on Permissible Forms of Control in Children’s Residential Care (1993).

1.9 Those concerned with or responsible for pupils with SEN in schools should read this guidance in conjunction with:

- section 550A of the Education Act 1996 and the associated guidance (DfEE Circular 10/98) ‘Section 550A Of the Education Act 1996: The Use of Force To Control Or Restrain Pupils’;
1.10 The book Physical Interventions: A Policy Framework (BILD 1996) provides additional advice and information on the use of physical interventions in different service settings.

1.11 This guidance has been prepared in the context of The Human Rights Act (1998) and The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (ratified 1991). It is based on the presumption that every adult and child is entitled to:

• respect for his/her private life;
• the right not to be subjected to inhuman or degrading treatment;
• the right to liberty and security; and
• the right not to be discriminated against in his/her enjoyment of those rights.

1.12 All services should be designed to promote independence, choice and inclusion and to establish an environment that enables children and service users maximum opportunity for personal growth and emotional wellbeing.

1.13 Wherever possible, restrictive physical interventions should be used in a way that is sensitive to, and respects the cultural expectations of, children and service users and their attitudes towards physical contact.

1.14 Any restrictive physical Intervention should avoid contact that might be mis-interpreted as sexual.

1.15 Restrictive physical interventions should always be designed to achieve outcomes that reflect the best interests of the child or adult whose behaviour is of immediate concern and others affected by the behaviour requiring intervention. The decision to use a restrictive physical intervention must take account of the circumstances and be based upon an assessment of the risks associated with the intervention compared with the risks of not employing a restrictive physical intervention. A restrictive physical intervention must also only employ a reasonable amount of force – that is the minimum force needed to avert injury or damage to property, or (in schools) to prevent a breakdown of discipline – applied for the shortest period of time.
2. Who should read this guidance?

2.1 This guidance should be used by:

- Service commissioners in health and social care.
- Managers of health and social care services.
- LEAs.
- Governing bodies.
- Teachers and other staff working in schools catering for pupils with severe behavioural difficulties, for example, those with emotional and behavioural difficulties, autism and learning difficulties which can result in pupils displaying extreme behaviour.
- Staff working in health and social care services.
- Persons responsible for the operation of independent sector homes and hospitals.
- Registration and Inspection staff.
- Ofsted inspectors.
- Those who provide training for staff on the use of physical interventions.

Commissioning authorities will need to ensure that provider agencies follow this guidance. Registration and Inspection staff will monitor the implementation of this guidance within the terms of the Care Standards regulations.

2.2 The information in this guidance may also be helpful to:

- Parents and those with parental responsibilities.
- Independent advocates.
- Service users.
- Pupils
- Staff working in colleges catering for students with severe behavioural difficulties, for example, those with emotional and behavioural difficulties, autism and learning difficulties which can result in pupils displaying extreme behaviour.
3. Definitions

3.1 Different forms of physical intervention are summarised in the table below. It shows the difference between restrictive forms of intervention, which are designed to prevent movement or mobility or to disengage from dangerous or harmful physical contact, and non-restrictive methods. Restrictive physical interventions involve the use of force to control a person's behaviour and can be employed using bodily contact, mechanical devices or changes to the person's environment. The use of force is associated with increased risks regarding the safety of service users and staff and inevitably affects personal freedom and choice. For these reasons this guidance is specifically concerned with the use of restrictive physical interventions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bodily contact</th>
<th>Mechanical</th>
<th>Environmental change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non restrictive</td>
<td>Manual guidance to assist a person walking</td>
<td>Use of a protective helmet to prevent self injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restrictive</td>
<td>Holding a person's hands to prevent them hitting someone</td>
<td>Use of arm cuffs or splints to prevent self injury</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Restrictive physical interventions can be employed to achieve a number of different outcomes:

- to break away or disengage from dangerous or harmful physical contact initiated by a service user;
- to separate the person from a 'trigger', for example, removing one pupil who responds to another with physical aggression;
- to protect a child or service user from a dangerous situation - for example, the hazards of a busy road.

3.3 It is helpful to distinguish between:

- planned intervention, in which staff employ, where necessary, pre-arranged strategies and methods which are based upon a risk assessment (see below) and recorded in care plans;
- emergency or unplanned use of force which occurs in response to unforeseen events.
3.4 The scale and nature of any physical intervention must be proportionate to both the behaviour of the individual to be controlled, and the nature of the harm they might cause. These judgements have to be made at the time, taking due account of all the circumstances, including any known history of other events involving the individual to be controlled. The minimum necessary force should be used, and the techniques deployed should be those with which the staff involved are familiar and able to use safely and are described in the child or service user’s support plan. Where possible, there should be careful planning of responses to individual children and adults known to be at risk of self-harm, or of harming others.

3.5 The use of force is likely to be legally defensible when it is required to prevent:

- self-harming;
- injury to other children, service-users, staff or teachers;
- damage to property;
- an offence being committed; and
- in school settings, any behaviour prejudicial to the maintenance of good order and discipline within the school or among any of its pupils.

3.6 The use of force to restrict movement or mobility or to break away from dangerous or harmful physical contact initiated by a service user will involve different levels of risk. Good practice must always be concerned with assessing and minimising risk to children, service users, staff and others and pre-planning responses, where possible. Examples of physical intervention that might generally be considered low risk include:

- members of staff taking reasonable measures to hold a service user to prevent him or her from hitting someone;
- a specially designed “arm cuff” to prevent someone self-injuring (see para 7.4);
- accompanying a person who dislikes physical contact to a separate room where they can be alone for a few minutes while being continuously observed and supported.

3.7 Elevated levels of risk are associated with:

- the use of clothing or belts to restrict movement;
- holding someone who is lying on the floor or forcing them onto the floor;
- any procedure which restricts breathing or impedes the airways;
• seclusion, where an adult or child is forced to spend time alone in a room against their will;
• extending or flexing the joints or putting pressure on the joints;
• pressure on the neck, chest, abdomen or groin areas.

3.8 Planned physical intervention strategies should be:
• agreed in advance by a multidisciplinary or school team working in consultation with the child or service user, his or her carers or advocates and, in the case of a child, those with parental responsibility;
• described in writing and incorporated into other documentation which sets out a broader strategy for addressing the service user's behavioural difficulties;
• implemented under the supervision of an identified member of staff who has undertaken appropriate training provided by an organisation accredited by BILD;
• recorded in writing so that the method of physical intervention and the circumstances when it was employed can be monitored and, if necessary, investigated.

3.9 Where planned physical intervention strategies are in place, they should be one component of a broader approach to behaviour management, treatment or therapy.

3.10 Unplanned or emergency intervention may be necessary when a service user behaves in an unexpected way. In such circumstances, members of staff retain their duty of care to the service user and any response must be proportionate to the circumstances. Staff should use the minimum force necessary to prevent injury and maintain safety, consistent with appropriate training they have received.

3.11 To the extent that seclusion (where an adult or child is forced to spend time alone against their will) involves restricting a person's freedom of movement, it should also be considered a form of physical intervention. The use of seclusion for people detained under the Mental Health Act (1983; under review) is set out in the Code of Practice published in 1999.

3.12 The right to liberty and personal freedom is enshrined Article 5 of the Human Rights Act 1998 and is protected by the criminal and civil law. For these reasons the use of seclusion outside the Mental Health Act should only be considered in exceptional circumstances and should always be proportional to the risk presented by the child or service user.
3.13 Under the Children Act 1989 any practice or measure, such as ‘time out’ or seclusion, which prevents a child from leaving a room or building of his own free will, may be deemed a ‘restriction of liberty’. Under this Act, restriction of liberty of children being looked after by a local authority or accommodated by NHS establishments is only permissible in very specific circumstances, for example when the child is placed in secure accommodation approved by the Secretary of State or where a court order is in operation.

3.14 In care settings, if seclusion is required other than in an emergency (for periods of longer than a few minutes or more frequently than once a week) then staff should seek advice regarding the use of statutory powers under mental health or child care legislation.
4. Legal considerations

The Human Rights Act 1998 sets out important principles regarding protection of individuals from abuse by state organisations or people working for those institutions. Implementation of this guidance will help to ensure that practice within services is consistent with this Act.

4.1 It is a criminal offence to use physical force, or to threaten to use force (for example, by raising a fist or issuing a verbal threat), unless the circumstances give rise to a ‘lawful excuse’ or justification for the use of force. Similarly, it is an offence to lock an adult or child in a room without recourse to the law (even if they are not aware that they locked in) except in an emergency when for example the use of a locked room as a temporary measure while seeking assistance would provide legal justification. The use of double or high door handles in classrooms or locking outside doors, as a safety measure and/or security precaution when children are supervised by an adult would be considered a reasonable measure to prevent a significant risk of harm within a school’s duty of care to its pupils. Use of physical intervention may also give rise to an action in civil law for damages if it results in injury, including psychological trauma, to the person concerned.

4.2 Under health and safety legislation, employers are responsible for the health safety and welfare of employees and the health and safety of persons not in employment, including service users and visitors. This requires employers to assess risks to both employees and service users arising from work activities, including the use of physical interventions. Employers should also establish and monitor safe systems of work and ensure that employees are adequately trained. Employers should also ensure that all employees, including agency staff, have access to appropriate information about adults and children they are working with.

4.3 Schools owe a duty of care to their pupils. Providers of health and social care services owe a duty of care towards all service users. The duty of care requires that reasonable measures are taken to prevent harm. Therefore, the use of “high handles” that are beyond the reach of a child and the use locks or other security measures on outside doors to control visitor entry are permissible, if the child is supervised by an adult. It may be appropriate to employ restrictive physical intervention to prevent a significant risk of harm, for example:

- to prevent an adult or child running toward a busy road;
- to prevent an adult or child self-injuring;
• to prevent an adult or child injuring another person;
• to prevent an adult or child committing an offence.

4.4 Planned physical interventions should only be used as part of a holistic strategy when the risks of employing an intervention are judged to be lower than the risks of not doing so. The use of unplanned or emergency physical intervention is addressed in paragraph 3.10 above and in Section 9 below.

4.5 Any physical intervention should employ the minimum reasonable force to prevent injury or serious damage to property, to avert an offence being committed and, in school settings, to prevent a pupil engaging in extreme behaviour prejudicial to the maintenance of good order and discipline at school or among any of its pupils (see DfEE Circular 10/98 “Section 550A of the Education Act 1996: The Use of Force to Control or Restrain Pupils” for more details).

4.6 Records of incidents involving particular pupils and service users sometimes show that there are set patterns to their behaviour which, if unchecked, will lead to it becoming dangerous or exceptionally disruptive. In these circumstances, it might be necessary to use restrictive physical interventions at an early stage. (see Section 10 on Policies and Section 11 on Recording below).
5. Prevention

5.1 The use of restrictive physical interventions should be minimised by the adoption of primary and secondary preventative strategies.

Primary prevention is achieved by:

- ensuring that the number of staff deployed and their level of competence corresponds to the needs of children and service users and the likelihood that physical interventions will be needed. Staff should not be left in vulnerable positions;
- helping children and service users to avoid situations which are known to provoke violent or aggressive behaviour, for example, settings where there are few options for individualised activities;
- care plans or, for school pupils, Positive Handling Plans, which are responsive to individual needs and include current information on risk assessment;
- creating opportunities for children and service users to engage in meaningful activities which include opportunities for choice and a sense of achievement;
- developing staff expertise in working with children and service users who present challenging behaviours;
- talking to children, service users, their families and advocates about the way in which they prefer to be managed when they pose a significant risk to themselves or others. Some children or service users prefer withdrawal to a quiet area to an intervention which involves bodily contact.

Secondary prevention involves recognising the early stages of a behavioural sequence that is likely to develop into violence or aggression and employing ‘defusion’ techniques to avert any further escalation.

Where there is clear documented evidence that particular sequences of behaviour rapidly escalate into serious violence, the use of a restrictive physical intervention at an early stage in the sequence may, potentially, be justified if it is clear that:

- primary prevention has not been effective;
the risks associated with not using a restrictive physical intervention are greater than the risks of using a restrictive physical intervention; and

- other appropriate methods, which do not involve restrictive physical interventions, have been tried without success.

5.2 All prevention strategies should be carefully selected and reviewed to ensure that they do not constrain opportunities or have an adverse effect on the welfare or the quality of life service users (including those in close proximity to the incident), unnecessarily. In some situations it may be necessary to make a judgement about the relative risks and potential benefits arising from activities which might provoke challenging behaviours compared with the impact on the person's overall quality of life if such activities are proscribed. This is likely to require a detailed risk assessment – see section 6 above.

5.3 Devices which are required for a therapeutic purpose, such as buggies, wheelchairs and standing frames (including any supporting harness) may also restrict movement. Such devices should never be provided for the purpose of preventing problem behaviour, although, in extreme circumstances, they might be used to manage risks as defined in section 6. A decision to use therapeutic devices to prevent problem behaviour (for example, strapping someone into a wheelchair) must be agreed by a multi-disciplinary team in consultation with service users, their families (and in the case of children, those with parental responsibility) and advocates, and recorded within an individual's care plan/ Positive Handling Plan.

5.4 Devices that are designed specifically to prevent problem behaviours should be considered a form of restrictive physical intervention, even if the service user does not resist the use of such devices. For example, arm splints or protective garments might be used to prevent self-injury. They should only be introduced after a multidisciplinary assessment which includes consultation with service users their families (and in the case of children, those with parental responsibility) and advocates. If used, they should be selected carefully to impose the least restriction of movement required to prevent harm while attempts should continue to be made to achieve the desired outcomes with less restrictive interventions. Such devices should only be used by teachers and carers who have received specific training in their usage. The rational for using any devices and the circumstances in which they may be used must be clearly recorded within an individual's care plan/ Positive Handling Plan.
6. Medication

6.1 In certain situations, the use of medication may be indicated as a method of managing extreme behaviour. Medication must only be administered upon medical advice and must only be used as a routine method of managing difficult behaviour where it is included within an individual's care plan and agreed by a qualified medical practitioner. The use of medication should comply any regulations or national minimum standards issued under the Care Standards Act. Under their duty of care, staff should not give tranquillisers to service users who have contra-indications and any contra indications should always be recorded in their care plan. Except in an emergency, (see Section 9) where there is a significant risk of personal injury or a serious risk of an offence being committed, rapid tranquillisation should not be used as a method of gaining control over adults or children who display violent or aggressive behaviour. Even in an emergency, if force is required to administer a tranquilliser, the degree of force must be reasonable. For further information on managing medication in schools please see DfEE Circular 14/96 “Supporting Pupils with Medical Needs in School”.

7. Risk Assessment

7.1 When the use of a restrictive physical intervention is sanctioned, it is important that appropriate steps are taken to minimise the risk to both staff and service users. Among the main risks to children and service users are that a physical intervention could:

- be used unnecessarily, that is when other less intrusive methods could achieve the desired outcome;
- cause injury;
- cause pain, distress or psychological trauma;
- become routine, rather than exceptional methods of management;
- increase the risk of abuse;
- undermine the dignity of the staff or service users or otherwise humiliate or degrade those involved;
- create distrust and undermine personal relationships.

7.2 The main risks to staff include the following:

- as a result of applying a physical intervention they suffer injury;
- as a result of applying a physical intervention they experience distress or psychological trauma;
- the legal justification for the use of a physical intervention is challenged in the courts;
- disciplinary action.

7.3 The main risks of not intervening include:

- staff may be in breach of the duty of care (see 4.3 above);
- children, service users, staff or other people will be injured or abused;
- serious damage to property will occur;
- the possibility of litigation in respect of these matters.
7.4 Whenever it is foreseeable that a service user might require a restrictive physical intervention, a risk assessment should be carried out which identifies the benefits and risks associated with the application of different intervention techniques with the person concerned (see BILD’s risk assessment proforma). Where the use of self-harm prevention devices is indicated, staff should be fully trained in their usage. This should always be recorded and incorporated with individual care plans or Positive Handling Plans for school pupils (See DfES letter of April 24 2001 to Chief Education Officers on Promoting Positive Handling Strategies for Pupils with Severe Behavioural Difficulties) and other documents that describe a broader strategy for responding to behavioural difficulties. Where incidents are foreseeable, service users should only be exposed to restrictive physical intervention techniques which are described in their individual records/ Positive Handling Plans following a risk assessment.
8. Proactive use of restrictive physical interventions

8.1 In most circumstances, restrictive physical interventions will be used reactively. Occasionally, it may be considered in the best interests of the child or adult to accept the possible use of a restrictive physical intervention as part of a therapeutic or educational strategy that could not be introduced without accepting that reasonable force might be required. For example, the best way of helping a child to tolerate other children without becoming aggressive might be for an adult to ‘shadow’ the child and to adjust the level of any physical intervention needed according to the child’s behaviour. Similarly, staff might be sanctioned to use a restrictive physical intervention, if necessary, as part of an agreed strategy to help a person who is gradually learning to control their aggressive behaviour in public places. In both examples, the physical intervention is part of a broader educational or therapeutic strategy.

8.2 Where this approach is employed it is important to establish in writing a clear rationale for the anticipated use of the restrictive physical intervention and to have this endorsed by a multidisciplinary meeting which includes, wherever possible, family members (or those with parental responsibility) and an independent advocate. In schools, the possible use of restrictive physical interventions, as part of a broader educational or therapeutic strategy, will be included within the pupil’s Positive Handling Plan.
9. Emergency use of restrictive physical interventions

9.1 Emergency use of restrictive physical interventions may be required when service users behave in ways that have not been foreseen by a risk assessment. Research evidence\(^1\) shows that injuries to staff and to service users are more likely to occur when physical interventions are used to manage unforeseen events and for this reason great care should be taken to avoid situations where unplanned physical interventions might be needed.

9.2 An effective risk assessment procedure together with well planned preventative strategies will help to keep emergency use of restrictive physical interventions to an absolute minimum. However, staff should be aware that, in an emergency, the use of force can be justified if it is reasonable to use it to prevent injury or serious damage to property and, in schools, to prevent a pupil engaging in any behaviour prejudicial to the maintenance of good order and discipline in the school or among any of its pupils.

9.3 Even in an emergency, the force used must be reasonable. It should be commensurate with the desired outcome and the specific circumstances in terms of intensity and duration. Before using restrictive physical intervention in an emergency, the person concerned should be confident that the possible adverse outcomes associated with the intervention (for example, injury or distress) will be less severe than the adverse consequences which might have occurred without the use of a physical intervention.

---

\(^1\) Hill, J. and Spreat, S. (1987) – “Staff injury rates associated with the implementation of contingent restraint” Mental Retardation, 25, 3, 141-145
10. Policies

10.1 The starting point for establishing good practice in the use of restrictive physical interventions is the development of organisational policies which reflect current legislation and case law as well as government guidance, professional codes of practice and local circumstances, including the characteristics of the children or adults within particular services. Policies on physical interventions are expected to be developed in collaboration with local Adult Protection and Area Child Protection Committees.

10.2 Every agency included within the remit of this guidance is expected to have a policy on the use of restrictive physical interventions. The amount of detail needed will depend upon local circumstances but would be expected to cover the areas described in section 10.8 below. In general terms, policies will describe the context in which it is appropriate to use restrictive physical interventions.

10.3 Policies are expected to emphasise that restrictive physical interventions should always be used as part of a more general behaviour management strategy.

10.4 A school’s Behaviour Policy and the related Physical Interventions Policy will set out the broad range of strategies staff are allowed to use when attempting to defuse an incident of extreme behaviour.

10.5 Individual Care Plans and, in schools, Positive Handling Plans (see DfES letter of April 24th 2001 to Chief Education Officers on Positive Handling Strategies for Pupils with Severe Behavioural Difficulties) are expected to set out, in detail, the specific strategies and techniques which should, if necessary, be used with each named service user who has been assessed as being at risk of needing restrictive physical interventions. Plans are also expected to list any specific techniques which it would not normally be appropriate to use (whether because the service user has experienced abuse in the past or for some other reason. See Section 6 on Risk Assessment).

10.6 The policy is expected to explain how service users, their families (and in the case of children, those with parental responsibility) and advocates participate in planning, monitoring and reviewing the use of restrictive physical interventions.

10.7 LEAs are also expected to develop their own policies on the use of restrictive physical interventions using this guidance as a framework. LEAs are also expected to inform schools when new pupils who are identified as being at risk of displaying extreme behaviour are due or likely to be placed there. Other
important points of reference will be the letter from DfES to Chief Education Officers on Promoting Positive Handling Strategies for Pupils with Severe Behavioural Difficulties and the materials on policy development and implementation being produced by BILD.

10.8 Policies on restrictive physical interventions are expected to include reference to the following:

- Strategies for preventing the occurrence of behaviours which precipitate the use of a physical intervention.
- Strategies for ‘de-escalation’ or ‘defusion’ which can avert the need for a physical intervention.
- Procedures for post incident support and de-briefing for staff, children, service users and their families.
- The concept of reasonable force where ‘reasonableness’ is determined with reference to all the circumstances, including:
  - The seriousness of the incident.
  - The relative risks arising from using a physical intervention compared with using other strategies.
  - The age, cultural background, gender, stature and medical history of the child or service user concerned.
  - The application of gradually increasing or decreasing levels of force in response to the person’s behaviour.
- The approach to risk assessment and risk management employed.
- The distinction between.
  - seclusion where an adult or child is forced to spend time alone against their will;
  - time out which involves restricting the service user’s access to all positive reinforcements as part of the behavioural programme;
  - withdrawal which involves removing the person from a situation which causes anxiety or distress to a location where they can be continuously observed and supported until they are ready to resume their usual activities.
- The distinction between planned physical interventions (where incidents are foreseeable) and the use of force in emergency situations (which cannot reasonably be anticipated).
- First aid procedures to be employed and those responsible for implementation in the event of an injury or physical distress arising as a result of a physical intervention.
Policies should clearly describe unacceptable practices that might expose service users or staff to foreseeable risk of injury of psychological distress.

10.9 Policies will need to recognise situations where breakaway or disengagement strategies, which involve minimal use of pain or discomfort, may be sanctioned as the least intrusive method which is consistent with the safety of staff and service users. Such methods will be based upon a risk assessment, will be fully documented and will employ only the minimum amount of force required.

10.10 Policies should include a clear statement about the safeguards needed to protect the rights of service users who need constant supervision. Children and service users who lack an awareness of danger may present a risk to themselves or others in public places and for this reason the use of locked doors may be considered. In these circumstances a court order should be obtained. This does not apply to the use of high or double handles in classrooms as a safety measure, or to locking or providing security on outside doors to control visitor entry, provided that children are supervised by an adult.

10.11 Employers and managers are responsible for ensuring that staff receive training, including updates and refresher courses, appropriate to their role and responsibilities within the service. There should be a policy on staff development and training which includes reference to training in the use of physical interventions.

10.12 Normally, only staff who been trained to an appropriate level should be sanctioned to use restrictive physical interventions. In schools, under Section 550A of the Education Act 1996, this will be a teacher or someone who, with the head’s authority, has lawful control of pupils. However, in an emergency the use of force by other people can be justified if it is the only way to prevent injury or to prevent an offence being committed. In these circumstances, the use of force should be reasonable and proportionate and, whenever possible, it should reflect the person’s previous training in the appropriate use of restrictive physical interventions.

10.13 Employers and managers wishing to engage trainers or training organisations should seek evidence to support the suitability of particular approaches. The BILD Code of Practice for Trainers in the Use of Physical Interventions is an important point of reference for trainers and service providers.

10.14 Policies should be reviewed, evaluated and amended at least every 12 months.

10.15 Agency policies on restrictive physical interventions should be explained to service users, including those who might be exposed to physical interventions. All those who experience physical interventions should be offered the opportunity to discuss the way in which staff have responded to their behaviour and to express their concerns and preferences about future management.
11. Recording

11.1 For schools: Clarifying the text of DfEE Circular 10/98, the DfES letter to Chief Education Officers dated April 24th 2001 describes the basic procedures and systems for recording incidents involving the use of restrictive physical interventions that schools are expected to follow. These should be taken as a minimum. The protocol described below, although designed for care settings, includes much which schools might consider drawing on.

11.2 For health and care settings: If it is foreseeable that a child or adult will require some form of restrictive physical intervention, for each service user, there must be a written protocol which includes:

- a description of behaviour sequences and settings which may require a physical intervention response;
- the results of an assessment to determine any contra indications for use of physical interventions;
- a risk assessment which balances the risk of using a restrictive physical intervention against the risk of not using a physical intervention;
- a record of the views of those with parental responsibility in the case of children and family members in the case of adults;
- a system of recording behaviours and the use of restrictive physical interventions using an incident book with numbered and dated pages (see 11.2 below);
- previous methods which have been tried without success;
- a description of the specific physical intervention techniques which are sanctioned, the dates on which they will be reviewed;
- a description of staff who are judged competent to use these methods with this person (see section 11 on Staff Training below);
- the ways in which this approach will be reviewed, the frequency of review meetings and members of the review team.

An up-to-date copy of this protocol must be included in the person's individual care plan.
11.3 The use of a restrictive physical intervention, whether planned or unplanned (emergency) should always be recorded as quickly as practicable (and in any event within 24 hours of the incident) by the person(s) involved in the incident in a book with numbered pages. The written record should indicate:

- the names of the staff and service users involved;
- the reason for using a physical intervention (rather than another strategy);
- the type of physical intervention employed;
- the date and the duration of the physical intervention;
- whether the service user or anyone else experienced injury or distress and, if they did, what action was taken.

The views of the service user(s) involved in the incident should also be recorded.

11.4 The contents of the incident book should be reviewed on a half-termly basis and appropriate action taken.

11.5 Recording will be used for a number of different purposes:

- compliance with statutory requirements;
- monitoring of service users' welfare;
- monitoring staff performance and identifying training needs or outcomes;
- contributing to service audit and evaluation;
- updating medical records.

11.6 Services need to ensure that recording methods are in place to meet each of these requirements.
12. Post Incident Management

12.1 Following an incident in which restrictive physical interventions are employed, both staff and service users should be given separate opportunities to talk about what happened in a calm and safe environment. Interviews should only take place when those involved have recovered their composure. Post incident interviews should be designed to discover exactly what happened and the effects on the participants. They should not be used to apportion blame or to punish those involved. If there is any reason to suspect that a service user or a member of staff has experienced injury or severe distress following the use of a physical intervention, they should receive prompt medical attention.

12.2 To help protect the interests of service users who are exposed to restrictive physical interventions it is good practice to involve, wherever possible, family carers and independent advocates in planning, monitoring and reviewing how and when they are used.
13. Staff training

13.1 All staff require induction training before being required to work with people who present challenging behaviours. Staff who are expected to employ restrictive physical interventions will require additional, more specialised training. The nature and extent of the training will depend upon the characteristics of the people who may require a physical intervention, the behaviours they present and the responsibilities of individual members of staff.

13.2 Staff should normally only use methods of restrictive physical intervention for which they have received training. Specific techniques should be closely matched to the characteristics of individual service users and there should be a record of which staff are permitted to use different techniques. It is not appropriate for staff to modify the techniques they have been taught.

13.4 The Department of Health and the Department for Education and Skills are working with BILD, and in collaboration with other agencies, to establish an accreditation scheme for those offering training on physical interventions for learning disability and education services. It is envisaged that accreditation within this scheme will provide an important indication of the quality of training available from different trainers and training organisations.
14. Implementation

14.1 Implementation of this guidance will require co-ordinated effort from commissioners, service providers, professionals, care staff and training organisations. The key tasks for implementation are set out below.

• Establishing and implementing appropriate and effective agency policies on the use of physical interventions.

• Maintaining systematic and accurate records and a system for reporting and reviewing incidents.

• Establishing a system to monitor trends over time both with respect to the use of physical interventions with individual service users and to identify overall trends in the use of physical interventions within an organisation.

• Monitoring and reviewing local practice in the light of feedback within the context of clinical governance or other systems of accountability.

• Developing staff training programmes which include regular updating and re-fresher courses. The expectation is that training should normally be provided by trainers who are accredited under the BILD Code of Practice on Training Staff in the use of Physical Interventions.

• Ensuring that staff recruitment, training and work rotas are adjusted to ensure that staff with appropriate expertise are available to service users who may require physical interventions.
15. Co-ordination

15.1 It is important that good practice in the use of physical interventions is properly co-ordinated with other procedures designed to protect vulnerable people. These will include:

- local multi-agency management committees set up to audit policies, procedures and practices for the protection of vulnerable adults (See No Secrets, Section 3);
- the Mental Health Act Commission when physical interventions are employed with anyone who is detained under the Mental Health Act;
- local Area Child Protection Committees.

15.2 Commissioners will wish to ensure that suitable arrangements are in place before approving contracts and, under the new Care Standards Act, inspectors will have responsibility for monitoring and evaluating co-ordination between service providers and other agencies.
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